WHY DO CATS HAVE WHISKERS? pdf
1: Why Do Cats Have Whiskers? 10 Cat Whisker Facts - Get That Right
Whiskers should never be cut or trimmed (we'll discuss why later). Whiskers are two to three times thicker than the cat's
hair. Whiskers are rooted very deep in the cat's face, in an area rich in nerves and blood vessels. In addition to having
the long tactile hairs on their cheeks, cats also have.

Those who claim this are absolutely right! Kitty whiskers work much the same way as your arms would in that
situation. They help cats know where objects are without the need for seeing these objects. Instead, they sense
with the spots on their bodies that the whiskers connect to. They realize when their whiskers move that there is
an object in that spot. Have you ever felt the wind brush up against your hair and thought there might be
something behind you? These longer, stiffer hairs [i. Just like a sort of kitty radar. What would this feel like?
Back to the example above! Imagine bumping into an object in the middle of the night with your right arm.
Those sticks are like kitty whiskers. So you know that cute little thing your cat does: This is possible thanks to
cat whiskers that allow your cat to know, just by feeling, whether he or she will likely be able to fit into a
specific tight spot. Where Do Cats Have Whiskers? Above their eyes â€” where our eyebrows usually sit â€”
is an easy place to spot them. Cats also have whiskers on the backs of their arms and legs as well take a look at
the picture below for a close up. Well this is absolutely right. Imagine you used a specific sense to be able to
walk around and not bump into things easily all the time, and then one day, out of the blue, that sense
disappeared. Had an ear infection in one ear? Chances are you felt it was a little hard to keep your balance.
You may have also felt like the room was spinning, thus getting very dizzy even though everything
surrounding you was still. Well this disorientation was caused by the fact that you depended on your hearing
in both ears to keep your balance before the ear infection. You may not have realized it, but you sure would
notice something was off once you temporarily lost your hearing in one ear. Now back to the example I used
before. Imagine you always used sticks to feel your way around in the dark at night. Now imagine one day
those sticks just disappeared. Yes, you could probably manage. After all, you still have your other senses. That
being said, it would make life a lot harder. Essentially, this is what happens to a cat if his or her whiskers are
cut. In the short term, however, if a lot of whiskers go missing, there will likely be a lot more clumsiness,
bumping into things, and even a few accidents. It takes a while for cats to grow back their whiskers, but
eventually, like with the rest of their hair, whiskers do grow back. By now, you should be able to answer this
question yourself. Did you already know that cats have whiskers in different spots on their face besides just
their upper lip? Did you know they had them on other parts of their body? Are you noticing whiskers on your
cat that you never did before? Let me know in the comments!
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2: About Your Privacy on this Site
Those stiff hairs on your cat's face and legs don't just add to her cuteness -- they have real work to do. Whiskers are
GPS and radar systems for your cat. "They are a powerful and important part of how a cat senses the world," says W.
Mark Cousins, DVM, the founder of a veterinary clinic in.

Cat whiskers are thicker than fur and the follicles run deep into its skin. They are known as vibrissae or tactile
hairs and are longer and stiffer than human hair. Typically, cats have 24 whiskers. What are cat whiskers made
of? It mainly consists of keratin. They are more prominently seen on both sides of the nose and on the upper
lip, rather like a mustache. Shorter whiskers are also seen above the eyes, rather like eyebrows. Whiskers are
also found on the jaw and at the rear part of the front legs, known as carpal whiskers. On the face, shorter
whiskers are on the front, whereas the longer ones are at the rear. Most cats sport white colored whiskers, as
thick hair does not have much ability to retain melanin, which is responsible for the color. However, some cats
do have colored whiskers. The whiskers usually turn white with age. They are also embedded deeply in the
body and connected to the nervous system of the body, sending information about the surroundings to the
sensory nerves. Whiskers on cats are long and stiff and thicker than normal hair, being tapered in the tip. The
hair follicle has extra blood vessels as well as nerves, which enables the whisker to function as an additional
sensory tool, like an antennae. It helps the cat detect changes in the surroundings. Whiskers help the cat in
sensing its environment. The whiskers are the same length as the width of its body. Thus, the cat uses the
whiskers to determine whether it can fit into a narrow space. A chubby cat will have wider whiskers. The
whiskers help the cat in assessing distances, so it is able to safely leap from a big distance onto a small or
narrow landing area. Also Read â€” Dying Cat Symptoms: Signs that Indicate Your Cat is Dying Cat
Whiskers Aid in Hunting The whiskers are very sensitive and help the cat in detection of any change in the air
currents This helps the cat to navigate in the darkness for hunting. Just as you use your fingers or arms by
holding them out in the dark, the cat uses its whiskers. The sensitivity of the whiskers helps the cat to detect a
potential movement of its They are not able to see a mouse in the dark with their eyes, but they feel the
presence due to the whiskers. Cats also feel the breeze using the whiskers and they use it to detect high
grasses. This was an ability that was very useful for cats hunting in the wild. Their whiskers give information
about the distance of the prey as well as the shape. If the whiskers are damaged, the cat will not be able to aim
the bite accurately and therefore, not be able to kill the prey. Maneuver in the Dark Cats use whiskers like you
and I would use a cane. It is a kind of guide for maneuvering through a room or walking through any area. Its
whiskers are a kind of communication antenna that allow the cat to see in the dark. Cats get valuable
information through their whiskers, as they pick up air currents as well as air pressure. Changes in air currents
cause vibrations in the whiskers and this helps them to maneuver in the dark. They are able to navigate around
furniture and other objects in the room due to the air currents surrounding the objects. It is concluded that she
does this in order to prevent the kitten from wandering away too far with the help of the whiskers and to
protect the kittens from getting into trouble. When the cat is curious about something or trying to sniff
something tasty, or trying to find out more about a nearby threat, the whiskers get sprawled or fanned out in
order to collect more information. When the whiskers are facing forward, it shows the cat is friendly. When
the whiskers are pulled back, it is a defensive mode. It means the cat is scared or even angry. When the
whiskers twitch during sleep, it is probably dreaming about that mouse in your house. Positioning the Prey
The whiskers present on the rear of front legs help when the cat contacts a prey. These whiskers act like a pair
of eyes. They help the cat determine where to position the prey and how to deliver an effective or fatal bite.
Cats are far sighted and anything that is more than 6 inches away from the eyes is blurred. The whiskers on the
chin and the wrists assist the cat in feeling and detecting whether the prey has stopped moving. It then
positions it correctly to make the killing bite. According to Tom Ryan, compare it to someone taking away
your toes, tying your arms behind the back, blindfolding you and the then spun you around! Cutting the
whiskers will result in disorientation and fright, as it becomes difficult for the cat to locate and asses the
surroundings. Do cats whiskers grow back? Do cats shed whiskers? Can you trim cat whiskers? In some cases
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the whiskers might have to be cut, such as in case of an abscess in the cheek. The vet will trim it neatly and it
starts growing back again within a few months. Cat Whiskers Acts as Eye Protector The whiskers present
above the eyes help by stimulating the blink reflexes when the eye is touched. This protects the cat, as it
prevents things from getting into the eyes, as it closes them. These are things like a plant leaf; a claw, your
fingers or just grass. It is a Maine Coon cat and the whiskers were measured at 19 cms or 7. Missi was born on
December 30th and the measurement was made in Iisvesi in Finland on the 22nd of December, , where the cat
lives with her man, Kaiji Kyllonen. Whiskers are an important vestigial accessories for cats and a cat would be
hard pressed to perform many of its feats in the absence of whiskers. So Whiskers are a kind of GPS or radar
system for your cat, helping it do some amazing tasks. Some cats like the Rex and the Sphynx have short
whiskers, but even these are capable of detecting air currents and act as sensitive tools.
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3: Why do Cats Have Whiskers?
For example, a set of taut whiskers, pulled back across the face, is a good indication that Kitty feels threatened, while
relaxed whiskers, pointing away from the face, indicate a content cat.

Posted by Chewy Share this post: But unlike our own hair, cat whiskers are much more than dead skin cells.
Even though we painstakingly groom our hair into what we think is a stylish arrangement on our heads, it will
never be as important as cat whiskers are to cats. What are whiskers for, then? According to Lana Fraley Rich,
the Catsultant and well-known cat behaviorist, they have up to 24 longer whiskers on their muzzle and shorter
ones right above their eyes. Lana adds that they are extremely sensitive and twice as thick and coarser than
coat hair. Acting as fine-tuned sensors, cat whiskers are invaluable for a number of feline activities. More
Than Meets the Whisker One of the ways that cat whiskers function like radars is while stalking prey or
evading predators. This seemingly innocent, cute facial stubble secretly turn them into stealth, ferocious
hunters. In addition to playing the role of radar, cat whiskers also act as beacons that guide them at night.
Indoor and outdoor cats get valuable information about their daytime and nighttime activities from their
whiskers. Cat whiskers keep them from stumbling around, knocking things over and walking right into the
furniture. Whiskers, Whiskers, Everywhere Remember the whiskers above the eye? Managing Whisker Stress
Have you ever noticed that cat food bowls tend to be flat and wide? Because cat whiskers are so incredibly
sensitive, they can experience whisker stress pretty easily. If your kitty fishes his kibble out of his bowl to eat
it, you might want to look into a shallow dish to ease his whisker worries. The Catsultant explains that a calm
kitty has whiskers that stick out sideways from her face. Cats that are angry or frightened might have her
whiskers flat against her cheeks. If your furball is feeling frisky or is on alert, they might push them forward.
This information can prove to be pretty useful to cat parents. Another cool fact is that even though most cat
whiskers are white, those that are black to begin with can turn white as your kitty ages. They play a much
bigger role than mere facial embellishments, helping out with everything from hunting to navigating in the
dark. So, show some cat whisker love with a dish that will make your kitty comfy and happy, and remember to
admire them from afar!
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4: What Happens if a Catâ€™s Whiskers Are Damaged or Clipped
Whiskers do grow back, but cats need their whiskers to remain intact in the same way you and I need our touch senses
to get around. That is, cats use their whiskers in the same way that we use the touch receptors in our finger tips to feel
our way around in the darkness, and to alert us to potentially painful situations.

Volunteer Why do cats have whiskers? Like us, cats are mammals that are covered with hair. But there are
definite differences in the hair that covers our bodies! First, most humans except those that are going bald have
thicker hair on their heads than their arms and legs while cats have a pretty even distribution of hair over most
of the body. Also, our hair grows longer on our heads than other areas, while certain cat breeds, like Persians
or Maine Coons, have hair of pretty consistent length overall. And, finally, while we may have whiskers on
our faces, they are nothing in comparison to kitty whiskers! Whiskers are coarser and thicker than regular hair
and have roots that are three times deeper. They are strategically located above the eyes, on the chin, on the
forelegs, near the ears, and above the upper lip. The exact pattern and location of whiskers varies with breed
but most cats have 12 whiskers that are arranged in 4 rows on each cheek. Whiskers are more sensitive than
regular hairs because the follicles from which they originate are jam packed with blood vessels and nerves.
Whiskers are more than interesting facial features Whiskers are more than just facial enhancements. They
serve an important function. Whiskers are specifically tuned sensory equipment that guide a cat through daily
functions. These specialized hairs aid vision and help a kitty navigate his environment, providing additional
sensory input, much like antennae on insects. They simply transmit information to sensory cells when they
detect objects or movement. When air flows or an object brushes up against a whisker, the sensitive hair
vibrates and stimulates the nerves in the hair follicle. Whiskers are body balancers Cats have special sensory
organs called proprioceptors located at the ends of their whiskers. The proprioceptors send messages to the
brain regarding the position of the body and limbs to keep the cat aware of what every part of his body is
doing. This is part of why cats always land on their feet! Whiskers are radar sensors Cats are known for their
great senses of smell and hearing, but feline vision is not so wonderful. Cats see better at a distance but have
difficulty focusing on objects up close. As a cat approaches something in his path, he stirs up air currents that
bounce back when they hit solid objects. Whiskers detect very faint vibrations caused by these changes in air
currents and act like radar detectors. In the wild, whiskers can alert a cat to the presence of prey, potential
enemies, or the location of his pack. At home, whiskers, help domestic cats locate their food bowls or favorite
toys at night. In other words, whisker radar can help a cat hunt at night, as well as preventing him from
bumping into walls in the dark. Whiskers communicate emotions When a cat is resting and content, the
whiskers take a break. But when a cat is active, so are they! A happy or curious cat will elevate his whiskers
above his eyes, giving him that cute, wide-eyed appearance we love. If a kitty feels threatened, he pulls the
whiskers on his muzzle taut, flairs them and directs them forward toward the threat. Whiskers are protectors
These sensitive hairs respond when touched by the smallest particles. When a tiny speck of dust falls on a
whisker above his eye, a cat will blink or shake his head and fling it off. This reaction protects the eye, which
can be injured by even a tiny dust particle. Whiskers save the day! Whiskers also prevent cats from getting
into jams. This keeps the cat out of trouble in more ways than one! Each individual whisker can be traced back
to a specific spot in the brain, which means that whiskers occupy valuable neurological real estate in the feline
body. When petting your kitty, touch the whiskers very gently along the grain. When grooming your cat, avoid
cutting the whiskers, which may decrease his special awareness and cause confusion. Whiskers are both cute
and functional â€” what versatility!
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5: Why Do Cats Have Whiskers?
"Why do cats have whiskers?" is a common question for new cat owners. is a common question for new cat owners. A
cat's whiskers help him do several things, including find his way around or measure openings that may be too small for
your pet to fit through.

To keep themselves safe. Whiskers make your kitten look extra adorable, but they are not attached for
aesthetic purposes. They have an important function. Why do cats have whiskers? Mainly, to keep them safe.
What is the main purpose of whiskers? Whiskers are highly sensitive. They are touch receptors that grow from
the muzzle, ears, jaw, and forelegs. When a cat brushes its whiskers against something, it can predict the
texture, size, and location of what it has just touched. This helps it move around in the dark. This is also why
cats are able to squeeze into such tight spaces. As soon as its whiskers brush up against a space, it is able to
tell whether it could fit or whether it would become stuck. Their whiskers also help them measure distance so
they can tell whether or not they will be able to make a leap across the room or a jump onto a counter. The
reason why cats appear so graceful is because of all the information their whiskers provide them with. What
other purposes do whiskers serve? Whiskers can help a cat detect changes in air currents, which can help keep
it out of danger, because it will be able to predict when a predator is approaching. It can also help them chase
prey and pounce, because they will be able to tell which direction a mouse or mosquito is moving. They have
an extra advantage, even in the dark. If you pay close attention to your cat, then its whiskers can also reveal its
emotion. When the whiskers are pulled back across its face, it feels threatened. When the whiskers are relaxed
and pointed away from its face, it feels safe. When the whiskers are pointed forward, it is ready to hunt. You
will probably notice this happening the next time you throw a toy around for it to chase or when it spots a fly
buzzing around the house and hopes to catch it. Without their tactile hairs, they will have a harder time
moving around. They will become disoriented. They will become scared. They might end up bumping into
objects when they walk around in the dark and they might end up getting themselves stuck somewhere they
cannot fit. Even though a cat will grow back their whiskers eventually, they are going to spend weeks without
proper knowledge of their environment, which could put them in danger. They make it much easier for your
cat to explore your home safely. They keep your kitten healthy.
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6: Why do cats have whiskers? - Pet Alliance of Greater Orlando
Most cats have white whiskers because the thicker hair does not usually retain melanin, the substance responsible for
skin and hair color, but sometimes cats can have colorful whiskers as well. Most whiskers will eventually turn white as
cats age.

Top 10 facts about the world Cats have whiskers to help them gather information about the natural world
around them. The extremely sensitive tactile hairs are able to detect subtle vibrations and wind currents, and
can also be used as a measuring tool to determine whether or not a cat will fit into an opening. Whiskers are
known by the Latin name of vibrissae, which is a generic name for any sort of stiff, large, extra sensitive hair
used as a sensory tool by animals. Mammals of all sizes from mice to horses have vibrissae, and are highly
attuned to small changes in their environment as a result. The whiskers of a cat are much thicker than
conventional hairs, and the hairs are also more deeply rooted so that they cannot be dislodged as easily. Pet
owners may have noticed that cats have whiskers on the whisker pad around their noses, above their eyes, and
behind their front legs. The whiskers grow in multiple locations so that a cat can collect different types of
information which contributes to an overall big picture of a scene. Ad On the face, whiskers are used to feel
out obstacles. If a cat is trying to slip into or under something, he or she will test it out with whiskers first.
Facial whiskers are also used to feel for slight breezes and changes in temperature. Wind currents can indicate
the location of furniture, open doors, and other matters of interest to a feline, just as temperature changes can.
Leg whiskers help cats keep track of prey animals. They help cats to figure out how large a prey animal is and
where exactly it is located, useful for a shortsighted animal like a cat. Some animal behaviorists suspect that
cats have limited close up vision, and that cats have whiskers and an acute sense of smell to assist with
handling prey in close quarters. Whiskers can also be used to judge mood. A curious cat often thrusts the
whiskers forward to explore. Relaxed, confident cats have whiskers with a forward tilt as well, indicating that
the animal feels secure and interested in his or her surroundings. When a cat is tense or unhappy, the whiskers
are pulled back against the face. Whiskers should never be cut or trimmed, and excessive handling of whiskers
should be avoided, as manipulation of the whiskers can be painful. Whiskers do periodically fall out and grow
back, which is normal, but if a cat loses a large number of whiskers, it may be a sign of fighting or health
problems.
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7: Why Do Cats Have Whiskers? | Thought Catalog
Why do cats have whiskers? Cat whiskers don't just look cool â€” they're the Swiss Army knife of your cat's sensory and
communications tool kit.

Whisking in animals A yawning cat shows how the mystacial macrovibrissae can be swept forward. The
follicles of some groups of vibrissae in some species are motile. Generally, the supraorbital, genal and
macrovibrissae are motile, [5] whereas the microvibrissae are not. This is reflected in anatomical reports that
have identified musculature associated with the macrovibrissae that is absent for the microvibrissae.
Movements of the whiskers are closely co-ordinated with those of the head and body. This is presumed to be
advantageous in particular to animals that cannot always rely on sight to navigate or to find food, for example,
nocturnal animals or animals which forage in muddy waters. Sensory function aside, movements of the
vibrissae may also indicate something of the state of mind of the animal, [22] and the whiskers play a role in
social behaviour of rats. Animals can be deprived of their whisker sense for a period of weeks by whisker
trimming they soon grow back , or for the duration of an experimental trial by restraining the whiskers with a
flexible cover like a mask the latter technique is used, in particular, in studies of marine mammals [24]. Such
experiments have shown that whiskers are required for, or contribute to: However, exactly why an animal
might be driven "to beat the night with sticks", as one researcher once put it, [27] is a matter of debate, and the
answer is probably multi-faceted. Likely benefits are that it provides more degrees of freedom for sensor
positioning, that it allows the animal to sample a larger volume of space with a given density of whiskers, and
that it allows control over the velocity with which the whiskers contact surfaces. Dorothy Souza, in her book
Look What Whiskers Can Do [28] reports some whisker movement during prey capture in cats, in this case:
Teeth grasp the mouse tightly around its neck. The cat holds on until the prey stops wriggling. Marine
mammals[ edit ] Pinnipeds have well-developed tactile senses. Their mystacial vibrissae have ten times the
innervation of terrestrial mammals, allowing them to effectively detect vibrations in the water. Detecting
vibrations is useful when the animals are foraging and may add to or even replace vision, particularly in
darkness. The lower undulated whisker belongs to a harbor seal. Harbor seals have been observed following
varying paths of other organisms that swam ahead several minutes before, similar to a dog following a scent
trail, [24] [36] and even to discriminate the species and the size of the fish responsible for the trail.
Information from the vibrissae arrives in the brain via the trigeminal nerve and is delivered first into the
trigeminal sensory complex of brainstem. From there, the most studied pathways are those leading up through
parts of thalamus and into barrel cortex , [41] though other major pathways through the superior colliculus in
midbrain a major visual structure in visual animals and the cerebellum , to name but a couple, are increasingly
coming under scrutiny. Evolutionary biology[ edit ] The presence of mystacial vibrissae in distinct lineages
Rodentia , Afrotheria , marsupials with remarkable conservation of operation suggests that they may be an old
feature present in a common ancestor of all therian mammals. Thus, it is possible that the development of the
whisker sensory system played an important role in mammalian development, more generally. These efforts
range from the abstract, [45] through feature-specific models, [46] [47] to attempts to reproduce complete
whiskered animals in robot form ScratchBot [48] and ShrewBot, [49] [50] [51] both robots by Bristol
Robotics Laboratory. In non-mammalian animals[ edit ] "Whiskers" on a whiskered auklet A range of
non-mammalian animals possess structures which resemble or function similarly to mammalian whiskers. In
birds[ edit ] The "whiskers" around the beak of a kakapo. Some birds possess specialized hair-like feathers
called rictal bristles around the base of the beak which are sometimes referred to as whiskers. The whiskered
auklet Aethia pygmaea has striking, stiff white feathers protruding from above and below the eyes of the
otherwise slate-grey bird, and a dark plume which swoops forward from the top of its head. Whiskered auklets
sent through a maze of tunnels with their feathers taped back bumped their heads more than twice as often as
they did when their feathers were free, indicating they use their feathers in a similar way to cats. These are
often referred to as "whiskers", although they are more correctly termed barbels. Fish that have barbels include
the catfish, carp, goatfish, hagfish, sturgeon, zebrafish and some species of shark. The Pimelodidae are a
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family of catfishes order Siluriformes commonly known as the long-whiskered catfishes. In pterosaurs[ edit ]
Anurognathid pterosaurs have a rugose wrinkled jaw texture that has been interpreted as the attachment sites
for vibrissae, [53] though actual vibrissae have not been recorded. An otter with facial whiskers.
Macrovibrissae of a Hooded Lister laboratory rat. Micrograph cross section of an equine vibrissa.
Macrovibrissae of a tiger. Supraorbital vibrissae and mystacial macrovibrissae of a house cat. Whiskers of the
Brown Thrasher near the head.
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8: What Is Whisker Fatigue In Cats, And How Do I Treat It?â€‹â€‹â€‹â€‹â€‹â€‹â€‹
Why Do Dogs and Cats Have Whiskers? The reason behind why dogs have whiskers mainly concerns their senses.
Alongside their feline counterparts, dogs use whiskers to explore the world, since the hairs aid in their tactile sense (their
sense of touch), which helps them understand where they are in a physical space.

Email to a Friend! Before now, we may never have stopped to think about why cats have whiskers. Other than
just tickling your face in the early a. Whisker-Detection Have you ever tried to make your way around a dark
room? Well, instead of bumping into things like clumsy humans, a cat uses its whiskers to navigate unlit areas.
In fact, according to experts, the whiskers allow the feline to detect changes in air currents, which in turn
keeps the animal from smacking into that bookshelf or footstool. So if the whiskers fit into that opening
without bending, then the cat knows it is safe to proceed. The two top rows can move independently from the
bottom two rows. If a foreign object touches these top whiskers, it immediately makes the cat blink. This
serves to protect the eyes from being punctured or from small bits of debris entering into the eye socket. When
a feline has its prey captured between its front paws, the carpal whiskers, help the cat determine if there is any
movement from the critter and which direction the animal is facing. Once the cat has this information, it can
make an accurate killing bite. What Mood Am I In? While forward-facing whiskers mean your cat is in
hunting-mode or on alert to prey detection. It will grow back. This act will not only disorientate the animal,
but it will cause fear, stress and even pain due to their extreme sensitivity. Now that you do, take notice of all
the ways your feline is using these tactile radars. About the Author Sandie Lee has been in the writing industry
for over 20 years. She hails from a small city in Ontario, Canada where there are two seasons; winter and not
winter! Her husband and two furbabies, Milo and Harry, make sure she is diligently writing each day to help
bring awesome content to PawedIn.
9: Why do cats have whiskers? | HowStuffWorks
Before now, we may never have stopped to think about why cats have whiskers. But those long thick strands of hair,
also known as vibrissae or tactile hairs, found on both sides of your cat's muzzle, above it's eyes and on the back of it's
front legs (above the paws) actually do serve some very important purposes.
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